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Post - war Thoughts
Betore the Lebanese war, when we women came across another woman whom
we knew or did not know, we automatically started discussing her appearance:
was she pretty or not? Had the years left their mark on her face and figure?
Was she elegant and well-dressed?
To-day, the question which imposes itself on us is: what does she do? what
kind of work or profession does she practice?
Times have changed. The responsibility of women in national development is
no less important than that of men. Not only because ruined Lebanon needs a
larger number of working hands to rebuild it, but also because all the countries
of the world, developing or developed, which are represented by the United
Nations Organization, are demanding the participation of women in developmental activities. They are even imposing it on them in all fields and at all
levels, hoping that they will become messengers of international peace and agents
of general security and welfare.
In this context, Kay Camp, in the "Sixtieth Anniversary Publication" of the
"Women's International League for Peace and Freedom," says:
"Optimists ... see women as potentially the largest and most dynamic pressure
group which by united action, could turn the tide. Either guided by natural
attributes (whether biologicdlly or sociologically determined), or simply as
enlightened observers of the man-made horrors of the present scene, women have
the numbers, the capabilities, and the emerging power to change the course of
history."
This statement, which comes from a militant woman, brings to mind a story
about a militant man: Kagawa, the Japanese social reformer who, passing through
Beirut on his way to Japan, was welcomed by a group of friends and ad mirers
who had prepared for him an impressive reception. Kagawa excused himself by
saying that he had no time to lose on receptions. He meant to profit from his
short stay in Lebanon to inquire about the industry of Lebanese woollen
garments (abas), which are woven from the hair of camels or goats; he hoped
that he would be able to implement in his social work projects the knowledge he
expected to acquire about this craft.
Kagawa was a man of action. He refused to waste time in idle talk. He knew
that life is short and that every minute of it should be spent in fruitful action.
Fruitful action means one concentrated on a useful task, performed in a quiet
atmosphere, free from noise and artificiality.
We are Ii ke the post-war generation of the 19th century in Europe, [he
generation that suffered the horrors of the French Revolution and of the
Napoleonic wars, and revolted against the deceitful slogans upheld by their
leaders. Rejecting a fictitious life of ease, they sought refuge in nature and quiet
places, where they practiced rough living, creative thinking, and productive work.
People absorbed in work, intent on thoroughness and creativity, find no time
to ruminate on harted and to contrive intrigues.
Intensive work can wash the hearts and rebuild Lebanon.
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PIONEERS

Zainab Fawwaz
When people say that Zainab Fawwaz shone in a period
of darkness, they seem to forget that other women authors
appeared in her time: Aisha Taimour, the Egyptian poet
with whom Zainab corresponded and to whom she presented
her book of biography, "Ad-Dourr al-Manthour fi Tabaqat
Rabbat el-Khudur." Warda al Yazigi, the Lebanese poet;
Warda el-Turk; and others.
There is, however, an important difference between
Zainab and her colleagues. They all came from cultured
homes and had their way prepared by distinguished relatives
of theirs, while Zainab was a poor orphan who grew up in
an unprivilegel district of South Lebanon, called Jabal-Amel.
While still a child, she was obliged to earn her living as a
servant at the house of AI-Khalil, a prominent family in the
South. The lady of the house, Fatima ai-Khalil, was quick to
discover the keen intelligence of the young girl. She took a
fancy to her and encouraged her to learn reading and
writing. In a short time she began to study the Koran and
other classics.
Stories differ about the details of her life. Some say that
she moved from the home of the al-Khalils to that of the
al-Assaads, another prominent family of the South. There
she married a man servant much older than herself, who
divorced her after J while. The rlifferencc in their ages and
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temperaments had made agreement impossible between the
two.
Then she left for Egypt. Once again the reason for her
departure is not clear. One biographer says that she ran away
from a relative who tried to force her to marry him. She
reached Beirut where she was employed by an Egyptian
family. Later she went to Egypt with that same family, and
with the help of a journalist who was a friend of her
masters, continued her ed ucation and started corresponding
with papers and magazines.
Another biographer says that she went there to join her
brother who had settled in Egypt, where he stud ied and
practiced law. It is possible that the flourishing cultural life
in that country attracted Zainab as it had attracted many
other ambitious Lebanese and Syrians who succeeded in
establishing themselves in Egypt and contributing to its
cultural revival.
Zainab became an active contributor to various magazines
and papers of the ti me. In her articles she expressed
progressive and daring ideas which usually characterize selfmade women. Her self-confidence led her to assert that
women had the capacity to work like men, the proof being
the great progress achieved by western women. In 1893,
when an international. women's congress was held in Santiago, Chile, the conference members declared in their final

Character
Abstract of the talk given by Mrs. Intissar Tabsh
Abou-Khadra, BUC alumna 1950, on Founders' Day, NoV'.
10, 1977.
I do not intend to deliver a speech, though the occasio(
might al low it. This is on ly a heart-to-heart talk which I
would like to address to BUC friends, alumnae, and students
meeting here, to share with them some of my experiences in
this beloved coll ege which helped me move from darkness to
light. It changed me from a shy, self-effacing, veiled woman
to a self-confident, open-minded person. Here my literary
ambitions were awakened, and I was encouraged to take
journalism as a hobby which open'ed for me new and
wonderful horizons. While yet a student, I corresponded
with editors of papers and magazines, interviewed important
. personalities, and developed new forms of liberal education.
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report that women should concentrate their aCltlvlty on
housework and family duties, thus obeying the laws dictated
by nature, Zainab Fawwz retorted with a long article which
she published in papers. She tried to show that man's will
and intelligence had been able to conquer nature and defy
its laws. Many western women proved to be superior to men
in their achievements. Even the veil, she said, should not
prevent eastern women from venturing into new fields and
performing men's tasks.
ZAINAB'S WORKS
Her ambition led her to attempt all forms of writing
which prevailed in her time. Besides essays and articles
published in papers and magazines and later collected in a
volume, she. wr?te fiction, 9rama, and poetry.
One of her two novels, "King Cyrus," is a historical story
written in the manner of Jurji Zaidan, the Lebanese historian
who tried to popularize Arab history by condensing it into
twenty-two historical novels. The otehr one, "Ghada alZahira," was inspired by the tribal customs and heroic deeds
of her kinsmen and the women of Jabal Amel, South
Lebanon.
Her four-act play, "Love and Loyalty," upholding love
and character, is modelled after experimental contemporary
,plays written by Khalil Yazigi and Najeeb Haddad. It
represents the humble beginnings of the Arab theater in the
19th _ce n tu ry .
Her best known work is her collection of biographies
entitled, "Ad-Durr al-Manthour fi Tabaqat Rabbat elKhudour" which gives, in 522 large size pages, the biograph ies of 456 famous women from both East and West.
The title page of the book contains two verses in which she
dedicated her work to the members of her sex. She also left
an anthology of poems dealing with current topics such as
wisdom and contemplation.

A PROXY MARRIAGE
The story of Zeinab's marriage to Adeeb Nazmi, a writer
from Damascus, recalls some anecdotes related in Arabic
books about historical or legendary men whose marriages
were based on intellectual motives: Shann, who married
Tabaqa because she was able to solve his riddles, and the
Andalusian Caliph AI-Mutamid, who married the girl slave
Itimad because he admired a verse which she improvised to
complete his own.
Addeb Nazmi, who lived in Syria, admired Zainab's
writtings and was fascinated by the sotries he heard or read
about her eloquence and charming personality. He corresponded with her, asked her to marry him, and obtained her
agreement. A proxy marriage was contracted, by which
Zainab agreed to take the trip from Egypt to Hauran where
she would meet her husband. From Alexandria she travelled
by sea to Beirut, then by train to Damascus, from which she
journeyed into a village called Shaykh Miskeen. There she
rode an ornamented mule which carried her to where her
husband lived in Hauran. In her new home, she had the
opportunity to contact poets and other literary men, her
husband's friends, and acquaintances. They formed literary
meetings in which poems were recited and literary questions
were discussed. Zainab sat behind a screen which served her
as a veil. Her husband acted as the messenger or link
between her and the other members of the group.
In that narrow environment, she could not stay more
than a year, after which she moved to Damascus where her
three fellow-wives received her cordially, recognizing her
superiority over them.
Zainab 'did not spend more than three years with her
husband. She was happy to obtain a divorce which allowed
her to return to Egypt where she resumed her literary
activity.
Her marriage with Adeeb Nazmi was a failure. However
her adventure in the field of letters bore fruit and entered
her name on the list of pioneers who carried the torch for
the feminists and women leaders who would follow her.

Builders
In my senior year, I was elected president and representative
of my class. Right after graduation, I persuaded my parents
to let me accept a teaching position in Saudi Arabia far
away from Beirut. There in a narrow environment I ta'ok a
pri vate apartment where I lived alone and fulfilled ~y duties
as teacher. Later I got married and continued working while I
carried out family responsibilities. In 1966, I applied for the
certificate of legal translator at courts and obtained it in
spite of the obstacles I met because of being a woman.
At the Ministry of Justice I met a friend of my family
who, seeing that I was the only woman there, asked me,
"What are you doing here? " "Why should not I be here? "
I answered. "For how long do you expect us women to live
in men's shadows? Why should we not seek success for
ourselves, instead of working to ensure it for men? ."
Dear friends, it pains me to confess that I have not been
the militant woman I ought to have been, and I hope that"

circumstances will help many of you to go forward a~d
accomplish for the cause of the Arab woman what we of the
earlier generation were not able to accomplish. I strongly
believe that if we had had women leaders in the Lebanese
government or in Parliament, they would have saved
Lebanon from being dragged into the horrible war from
wh ich we have all suffered.
It was a moral crisis which ruined our country and we
-women carry the larger part of its responsibility because it
means that we have failed as educators and guides for our
children and our men. If we have failed as character-builders,
it is because we have failed to build our own characters. It is
this task which we should work for, which you should work
for, you future mothers, educators, and leaders. Your task is
double; therefore, it is very heavy; but I hope you will be
able to carry it out and thus do justice to the college motto,
"To strive. to seek, to find, and not to yield."
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The Image of Woman in
Lebanese Arabic Textbooks
Abstract of a study prepared by Dr. Ilham Kallab
• IN A RIGID, NON-PROGRESSIVE SYSTEM OF EDUCATION, THE TEXTBOOK, INSTEAD OF
DEVELOPING THE CHILD'S INTELLECTUAL AND EMOTIONAL POWERS, CONTRIBUTES TO
CREATE IN HIM A STATE OF DULLNESS AND I!\IERTIA .
• IN WRITING A TEXTBOOK, THE CHILD'S OWN VISION OF HIS WORLD SHOULD BE CONSIDERED BEFORE OUR OWN VISION OF IT.
In developing countries, where there is a pressing need of
reorgani zing the education al sy stem, modernizing the school
curricula, and continuously training the teaching personnel,
the school textbook may be considered an instrument of
prime importance, particularly at the elementary stage, when
the child's concepts of the outer world are permanently
fixed in his memory and imagination, and are likely to
influence his whole later life.
The textbook acquires an absolute value when the school
or the teacher are unable to create a mobile, progressive
system of education , in which case it becomes for the young
child an agent of inac t ivity. Instead of developing his
intellectual and emotional powers, it contributes to create in
him a state of dullness and inertia.
A glance into the textbooks used in this country reveals
the need for long and careful investigation which will bring
out: first, the vocabulary repeatedly used to acquaint the
child with the images of his environment: the native land,
labor activities, educational activities, moral principles, cultural heritage, man and woman; second, the direct and static
ideology contained in this vocabulary which will dominate
the easily impressed mentality of the child.
This study limits itself to the task of bringing out the
image and concepts of manhood and womanhood in
Lebanese textbooks, with the hope that it might induce
other researchers to take charge of revealing the other
images. The various concepts are definitely inter-related. One
by one, the ri ngs of the rusty chai n wi II fall apart.
Our ambition, however, is to present an inclusive picture
of the feminine type, imposed in form and content, on the
minds of pupils in the elementary and intermediate stages.
By an objective analysis, this work will show: first, that the
textbook image is more or less opposed to reality; second,
that it is a static, repetitious image .
This inference has given rise to the following points:
1 - The content, vocabulary , and inh erent logic of the
textbook are based, by a naive and arbitrary classification,
on the interaction of two opposites : town and village,
manual work and intellectual work, old and young, beggar
and king, male and female, suggesting an awareness of
natural inequality and class differences.
2 - The static attitude of the educational specimen as
compared with social change and the evident opposition
between them are likely to create a dichotomy dividing the
pupil's mind between his reading and his real life, between
the answers in the book and those of the outside world. The
pupil may consciously reject the content of the book, but it
4

will not fail to affect his subcon scious.
The glaring need reflected in the above points is that of
setting right the educational vi sion without recurring to
dogmatism. The new school textbook should be based on an
open mentality, unobsessed by selfishess and indolent repetition, and capable of adventuring without fear on the roads
of progressive thinking. The new textbook must also into
consideration the changing economic, social, and cultural
circumstances which have required the change in its content
and style.
SOURCES AND REFERENCES OF THE STUDY
There is no unified reading textbook in Lebanon. The
attempt made by the "Educational Center for Research &
Development" in 1973-1977 has not yet been able to effect
unification. Each subject has various textbooks. Each school
has its own list of them. Moving from one school into
another means a change of books as well.
There is, however, an official uniform program of sutdies
for primary and secondary education, to which authors have
to conform . Therefore , for my experimental specimen , I
have used approximately 52 textbooks approved by the
Ministry of Education and used by the majority of Lebanese
schools. These books represent a variety of subejcts :
- Arabic reading books
- Conversation books
- Grammar books
- Civic education books
- Summer vacation exercise books
- General exercise books and teach ers ' guid es.
The publishers are Lebanese. The dates of publication
extend from 1970-1977. Th e authors or compilers belong {o
various communities, while the contents submit to one
uniform mentality and morality, never transcending tradi tional concepts and attitudes. The illustrations are rarely
successful and are in most cases. merely decorative, having
no real educational value. The evaluation of the illustrations
is treated in a volume apart. The references consulted for the
preparation of the work, nearly inexistent in AI-abic, but
numerous in other languages, have been listed together with
the Arabic textbooks studied, at the end of the first volume .
These foreign works have been surveyed and their rnethods
used as a guide. Their comparative results show a good deal
of similarity to the results of our study_
As to methodology, the topic could have been treated

------------------~)

The woman of dreamland takes th e form of a female
through the choice and an alytical study of specimen reprebeyond time and age and need. She is the fairy, the witch,
se ntative texts, take n from all the textbooks use d for st udy.
the queen , the pl'in cess, or the circus player. We rarely come
However, we have found it preferable to use all the texts
aCl'O'>s thi s woman in textbooks. The wonderland which
and vocabulary and language structures, both quantitatively
kindles the child's imagination is sadly super seded by flat
and qualitatively, in ordel' to atta in more adequate and
reality.
inclu sive re,ults.
In the sphere of relation ship s, we mainly concentrate on
The contents of the 50 books have been subj ected to
the woman in family gat heri ngs, especia ll y in family parties
three stages of study:
and anni versar ies, where she is responsible for the preparaFirst A documentation stclge recording all expressions and
tion of food; in evening gatherings where she usu ally sits
illustrations regarding woman and femininity.
knitting or embroidering while the husband reads a paper.
Second A classification stage, in which the documentation
Finally, this stud y proceeds to a comparison between the
cards and pclttel'lls were classified according to their identity
role
and characteristics of woman and those of female
(mother, grandmother, etc.), th eir character istics (act ivity,
an imal s in textbooks which refl ec t a certa in simil arity of
)erv ice, emotions), and the role they play (housemaid,
roles in this respect.
hou sewife, laborer).
Feminine presence has a multiform as pect in each of the
Because these topics intersect and tend to be frequently
sp heres but, considered form the point of view of
preceding
repeated, they have been classified in the study accord in g to
its relationship with the environment, it may be divided into
the various feminine roles all through the ages, from which it
the following:
wa, finally possible to deduce the status of woman as
The relationship axis: family, marri age, education.
presented by the sp heres already mentioned.
The economic ax is: work, profession.
The fem inin e image here belongs to o ne of two worlds:
The cultural axis: thought, knowledge .
The realm of reality
The socia l ax is: femininity.
The world of imagination
The philosophic ax is: type.
In the realms of reality, we meet woman in two spheres
The comparative ax is: female anim al.
of influence: one inside th e hom e, the other outside.
In side the home we meet three generations: '1) the grandANALYTICAL WORK
mother, representing the past and the nostalgia for it. 2) th e
Two kinds of analysis have been applied to the ideas and
mother, representing continuous an d varied serv ice 3) the
classifications of this preliminary outline: 1) an analysis of
little daughter whose future will repeat the mother's present
vocabulary and language structures used in describing the
life, just as the boy's future will be identical with the
woman or the female, in naming her on in talking with her
father's prese nt life .
or about her. Therefore, all examples have been reproduced
Sometimes the older sister or au nt is barely referred to as
in their original texts, including the so urces. Word connowell as the wife, who is usu ally ec lip sed by the image of the
tations are very significant in this co nn ec tion , beca use they
mother.
reflect the implicit meaning and may be used as indicators of
These three types repeat the sa me functional act ivity and
the basic weak points.
play the same roles for three generations, without any
If this study is adopted as a basic dictionary for vocaaware ness of change or evolution. The grandmother, with her
bulary and structures used in creating the feminine perlong experie nce in hou sewo rk, passes on the torch to the
so nality in textbooks and in es tabli shin g its components, it
mother who takes over the task of .preparing her daughter
may then be considered as a mobile work, an open window,
for the same role through th e traditional functions of
nutrition, child rearing, house arra ngement, and repairs to
capable of serving as a new and ser iou s in strument of work
the house.
in the hands of others.
2) The secon d type of analysis is that of the aboveThese roles are presented as natural talents, req uiring no
great effort, though they may in clude child lab or imposed
mentioned ideas, with reference to their agl'eement or disagreement with facts, their recurrence or isolation, their ass ion the little girl, exploi tation of adults (the mother), and
overburdening the aged (the gra ndmoth er)' as may be
milati o n of a partic ular mentality which limits their characinferred from the description of tasks and services which are __teristics and way of facing the world, an d their numerou s
too heavy for anyone person to perfor m.
hi storical, social and economic roots.
I would have liked to add to thi s sutdy a new educational
In th e sp here of influence' outside the home, several
generations intermix, divided accord ing to their social classes
field experience, based on extracting the image of woman
and classified into: the working woman and the lady of
from the daily, spontaneous life of th e pupil himself, as
lei sure.
compared with the text given in the book, thus leading him
to express by writing and drawing a tentative new image,
The former is the nurse, the teacher, the olive gatherer,
lively, truthful, and ex press ing the rich world of childh ood.
the cook, the dressmaker, the maid, and the poor widow.
The present circumstances do not encourage such an atThe working woman performs mainly manu al work, because
intellectual work i., restricted to men . Most of her activity
tempt.
is performed in side the home, but if she' works for outsiders
In the process of writing new textboo ks, the child's own
and submits to extel'llal economic standards, then she revision of his world should be considered before our own
ceives a salary and becomes an objec t of pity and degravision of it. This st udy may serve as an o pen field to those
dation .
who are willing to use the old textbook as a means of
creating a new, critical attitude, and leading to a better
The lady of lei sure is th e elegant lady, who traveb by
sea or goes to mountain re sor ts or sits in the public garden.
understanding of the complexity and variability of human
Her presence in textbooks is rare. We usually see her in the
truth. In o rth er words, this work could be an initi al step
company of her children. If she goes out alone and in town,
toward a creative, genuine, sensible textbook for the children
she may aro use su,>p ic ion.
of our country.
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Liberation of the Arab Woman
within the limits of Islamic law."
Prepared by Dr. Muhammad Nuwaihi, professor of Arabic
literature and director of Arab studies at the American
University in Cairo; delivered at the Conference on "Woman
and Evolution," August, 1975.
" The women's liberation movement in the Arab countries
is not solely concerned with the liberation and welfare of
women alone. It also includes the liberation and welfare of
men and the education of children, who will be the leaders
of to-morrow, since it is impossible to draw a dividing line
between the oroblems of both sexes.
In his thirty-nine-page lecture, Dr. Nuwaihi insists on the
idea that the revolution advocated by the Arab women's
movements should not be based on violence but should
. make use of peaceful argument and reasoning, which will
convince the minds and move the hearts, and lead people to
believe "that our efforts for women's liberation fall within
the requirements of Islamic law."
In his opinion, Islamic religion is .no~ a static religion, as
some oeople think. Moslem jurisprudence (Fiqh) , derived
from the Quran and Sunna and divided into 4 schools, is
also characterized by tolerance and consideration. The
leaders, in spite of their differences regarding the interpretation of certain legal points, were neverthless tolerant of
each other's opinions. They avoided controversy and kept
the door of investigation open for later qualified ~cholars
and for further interpretation (Ijtihad) .
None of the leaders claimed infallibility or finality of
judgement.
At present, we are witnessing a movement in favor of
reviving the investigation method (Ijtihad), which was given
up during the "Stagnation Period ." This has led to the
promulgation of certain laws which serve the women's
movement, without causing any prejudice to Islamic law. A
careful study of the principles of Islam shows that they
make use of two main principles: First, the principle of
gradual or indirect elaboration of laws. The Koran contains
no definite text condemning slavery, but attacks on this
institution are so vehement and so frequent in the Holy
Book that the scholars and interpreters were thus convinced
that the abrogation of slavery was a necessity .
A second koranic principle is the fact that its commands
and prohibitions do not all belong to the same category .
Some are absolutely required, while others are permissible
but not required. Between the two categories, comes the
"approvable" which is worth doing and the "disapproved"
which implies a certain degree of condemnation. The ancient
jurists show a great deal of controversy as to the classification of Koranic commands.
In the light of the above information, we would like to
point out the following: first, that the liberation we claim
for women is not absolute liberty, including the sexual
freedom which has become permissible in some western
countries. This kind of freedom we condemn because of its
social evils and also because it is directly opposed to formal
Islamic law.
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Second, we do not presume drastic and unllvl,n amendments in Arab famil.¥ laws, due to the fact that Arab
countries differ greatly in their cultural and social levels .
Reform has to take into consideration the needs and level of
each country, and the plan worked out should follow a list
of priorities.
The chief demands of Arab women may be classified as
follows:
1) The right to education at all levels.
2) The right to go out of their houses without restriction.
3) The right to be paid for their work.
4) The right to participate in pOkltical elections.
5) Economic equality for men ana womell .
6) Reform of family laws which are unjust to women .
The first four demands have been granted to women in
almost all Arab countries. The right to vote is enjoyed by
women in most of them, though the opportunity to reach
leading political or manegerial offices is still highly restricted .
The Arab women's demands now concentrate on two major
issue~: economic status and family status.
When we come to discuss the amendment of economic
status, we are readily confronted by those who will argue
that the Arab woman enjoys, by virtue of Koranic laws, the
right of independant control of her property, as well as the
right to keep her family name after marriage . Our answer is
that the inheritance law, which makes woman's share in
inheritance half of that of man, is incompatible with the
present circumstances for various reasons .
Inequality in the distribution of inheritance has encouraged men to deprive women of their whole inheritance
by way of intimidation, threat, or insinuation. Many fathers
have been bequeathing their whole property to their sons by
contract, pretending that they have sold it to them and
received payment. Many husbands have taken advantage of
the unequal status to withold from their divorced wives the
alimony prescribed by law. This condition has led to bitter
family conflicts and contributed to 'the dis ruption of many
homes.
A just amendment of the inheritance law becomes a
necessity, because women today are no more a burden on
their kinsmen. Their work in the home as housekeepers or
outside the home in agriculture, industry, or in the various
professions makes their role in social development equal,
sometimes superior, to that of men. In many cases they
share in supporting the family while they continue to
oerform their traditional task as home
, makers.
The Koran insists on the principle of justice toward
women, and in accordance with this principle, the law
"'Should be changed . Here we should remember that religious
laws regarding dealings between social groups are not fixed
laws that cannot be changed. They are .side laws or branches
that are subject to revision.
Our elders found no difficulty in effecting such a revision. An obvious example is the Caliph Omar Ibanal-Khattab who took the liberty of revising or abolishing

------------:--------)
certain penal laws when circumstances imposed the change.
Of course this revision cannot take place suddenly, nor
can it be applied uniformly because it has to take into
consideration the degree of development in each Arab
country. Tunisia made a first step in this connection when it
promulgated in 1956 a law preventing uncles from sharing in
the inheritance of a brother who had left only female heirs .
As to the laws of personal status, they present two issues
which require treatment: polygamy and the unrestricted
right to divorce given to husbands. Many writers have
pointed out in detail the evils of these two practices, but up
to now, no formal legislation had dealt with . them except in
a very few arab countries.
In discussing them, the author quotes mainly an exposition by Imam Muhammad Abdo (in the nineteenth centriry)
whose scholarly investigation of the Koranic verses dealing
with polygamy leads to the conclusion that since justice
toward women as required by the Koran is impossible with
more than one wife, the whole institution of polygamy

should consequently be abolished. Judging from experience
and observation, households with more than one wife have
been abodes of misery and great suffering. Both religious and
secular authorities should feel free to decide on the abolition of the institution which has caused so much prejudice.
The Arab states have so far adopted divergent attitudes
toward the family status. In Jordan, Syria, Tunisia, Iraq and
Maghreb, polygamy and divorce are subject to certain restrictions. Iraq and Tunisia have gone ahead of other countries in
this respect. The former (Iraq) places severe restriction on
polygamy and subjects divorce to the decision of authorized
courts. Tunisia completely forbids polygamy and prohibits
divorce unless the court has declared its inability to effect
reconciliation between the two parties.

Dr. Nuwaihi concludes by saying that the law of personal
status is the basic struggle worthy of the efforts of both men
and women reformers. The amendment of this law is the
corner stone in the liberation of society as a whole and in
the edification of a strong and progressive nation.

EGYPTIAN WOMEN IN'
AGRICULTURE
For the conference on "Women
and Development," proposed by
IWSAW in 1975,Mrs. Nabila Toensi,
j:lgricultural engineer and member of
the "Syndicate of Agricultural Professions" in Egypt, presented a
study which gave valuable information on the participation of Egyptian women in agriculture, including
some statistics about their agricultural activities in other Arab
countries.
The working power of women in
Arab countries is comparatively low.
It does not exceed 9.6% of the total
'number of women in the more developed Arab countries like Syria
and Lebanon. However, this percentage doest not take into account
the large number of women working
in agriculture where their number in
.Egypt attains 46,9% of their total
number in this country. In Sudan,
they reach 78% of the total number
of Sudanese women; In Iraq, 45,5%
while the percentage of agricultural
production accomplished by women
all over the world represents one
third of the whole.
Egyptian Women in
Agricultural Engineering
In 1973, there were 2346
women compared to 3700 men specialists in agricultural engineering.
Their work took various channels.

They were engaged a~ professors in
colleges, researchers,
agricultural
agricultural counselors to women
villagers, and counselors in nutrition,
child care,
and family
planning. In the Ministry of Agriculture, they participated in planning,
inspection, agr.icultural instruction,
the publication of information, and
the use of insecticides. They worked
in projects of land reclamation, agri. cultural reform, and agricultural
cooperatives.
In · 1974, the number of women
students in the agricultural schools
of the various universities attained
4021.
Self-help Projects
in- Rural Districts
Increased efforts have been recently displayed for the creation of
projects
intended
to
improve
women's conditions in rural districts.
The Raidat (pioneers) Project is
an intensive program launched in
1964, sponsored by the Unicef, for
e>reparing young rural women for a
leadership role in community development.
Forty-five young women received about nine months of intensive training in all matters relating to community development, af-

ter which they went to their respective villages to help in rural
development under the guidance of"
a director of the social center.
There are 21 leadership training
centers for rural women at present.
The main aim of the project is to
train at least one village girl for
each of Egypt's 4200 villages.
Rural
women's
cJubs
were
created in villages where the Raidat
plays a major role. The number of
clubs .reached 200, out of which 75
are actually functioning.
The Sandyon
Village Project
In 1964, the first tamily planning
center in rural Egypt was. established in the village of Sandyon. It was
initiated by the Cairo Women's Club
which conducted a program based
on self-help and community participation along with coordination of
all community services: social,
helath, education, etc.
The Rural Women's Club was
subsequently organized and family
planning programs were introduced,
including help for childless couples.
The Cairo Women's Club is running
multi-purpose services, of which
family planning is one, as well as i
nursery schools, literacy classes,
cooperative poultry raising classes
and vocational training for drop-out "
girls.
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THE CAT, THE MAID, AND THE WIFE
by Daisy al-Ameer
Her visit to her friend , promised a long time before, had
to be continuously postponed . Her friend was free for visits
while she was chained to her work. How could she convince
her friend that the postponement was mainly due to
piled-up work? How could a woman who kept looking for
ways of killing time, be made to understand that the time of
other people was full or over loaded?
However, the persistence of her friend finally conquered
her. She decided to put off some of her work until the
following day, even though she knew that the following day
would bring more work .
The lady of the house, her friend, was alone in the
sitting-room. "The children must be at school." That is what
she thought before the mother declared that she had sent
them to their aunt's house because she was tired of them.
She had to get rid of them ...
- "You . had to get rid of your children?"
- "I am tired of everything," shouted the houselady.
- "Why can't you give them the right type of training
which would prevent them from being a source of annoyance to you and to others? Why don't you apply the
psychological information you learned at college, in this
case? "
The friend responded with a bitter laugh, "Am I the only
one responsible for them? There is the father; there is the
grandmother. Every member of my family, and of their
father's family, has the right to interfere ... "
She went on with her complaint until she finally said in a
nervous tone, "I hate my husband ... I despise him! "
The visitor was shocked by the last remark. Imagine a
wife hating her husband, yet accepting to live with him.
Before she had time to comment, the wife continued, "My
husband respects me because I am a minister's daughter. He
hopes through this marriage to obtain the post of general
director. I ... in fact, I do not respect my minister-father. I
look down on all those who respect him ... He is a thief."
The maid entered at this point,carrying the coffee tray.
The houselady kept silent until the maid was out.
"Do you smoke? " asked the minister's daughter. "As for
me, I find in smoking a solace, but I only do it in my
husband's absence. He does not like women who smoke."
She lighted two cigarettes and went on with her chatter,
"I once saw you light a cigarette and smoke freely in a
public place. I envied you... Are not you afraid of what
people would say? "
The visitor wanted to answer but the wife stopped her
short by saying: "My husband practices all sorts of vices and
so do all the men of the family, each according to his taste ...
I have been waiting for your visit some time and was told
the first time that you were away on a business trip and, the
second time, on a recreation trip. Which of the two did you
en joy more ? "
"When I visited my country ... "
The answer was interrupted by the houselady shouting :
"Your country! ... Do you really have a country? Do

you feel you have one? As for me, I do not recognize
any ... . Blessed are you because you mention this word
joyfully ... I feel overwhelmed by darkness all around me. We
all exploit each other. Our family is a group of enemies . I
am tired of hatred. I would like to love, but ... "
The maid entered and the lady kept silent until she had
gone out with the empty cups. Then the talk was resumed :
"I am afraid ... I am afraid the maid has understood that I
would like to betray my husband, or that I have a lover. ..
She does not know that by staying with him I am betraying
myself, while he ... he refrains from betraying me because he
is afraid of my father, the minister ... I wish I could reveal
my opinion of my father in the newspaper; then I would see
what my husband would do ... "
The visitor was finally able to interrupt her:
"Do you mean to go on living like that? "
"What can I do? Commit suicide? I wish I could do it,
then write a letter in which I told every thing on my mind,
everything... ! but who would publish my letter? My father
is an object of fear. .. My husband would burn the letter and
pretend that I wrote it and committed suicide because I was
loose in conduct, a whore ... "
"Suicide is not the only way of protesting against injustice ... There are a thousand other ways, ... for example ... "
Suddenly, the husband entered and rushed to shake hands
with the visitor, declaring that he was proud to see a
militant, working, woman. In his opinion, she was an ideal
woman because she had been able to assert herself successfully ...
He was interrupted by the guest asking him:
"Do you really mean that you highly esteem working
women? Would you like your wife to do the same sort of
work as I ? "
"My wife," he said, "my wife is in a different condition.
She is protected and supported. A woman whose father is a
minister and whose husband is a prospective general director,
with a large family surrounding her, why should she work
and toil? " ... He said it with a loud laugh.
The visitor looked fixedly at the wife, searching her with
her eyes, hoping that she might respond, express herself, say
anything. She waited a long time, silently. She' offered her
a cigarette, but the wife excused herself by saying that she
did not smoke.
The husband relaxed in his chair, then called the maid for
a cup of coffee. The wife jumped from her seat, shouting
automatically: "I shall prepare it. I know that you like
coffee made by my own hand! ."
Left alone with the husband, the guest went away,
without thinking of saying good bye to the wife who was
preparing coffee with her own hand for the husband whom
she despised.
In the kitchen of her own house, she saw a number of
bags stuffed with clothes, waiting in a corner. Her maid was
there, wearing her best dress, sitting on a chair. She cast a
questioning glance at the maid who said "Ma'am, I am

Daisy al-Ameer, and Iraqi writer who lives in Beirut, Lebanon, has published a number of collections of short sotries, characterized by a
suggestive style which arouses thinking and raises questions.
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BAO Conference, University
Preschool Education

of Cambridge
Mrs.
I rene
Lorfing, representing IWSAW, attended the
annual Conference of the British
Association of Orientalists which
took place between the 2nd and 5th
of April 1978 in jesus College, Uni versity of Cambridge. The following
is a brief report she gave about this
conference.
.
The chairperson was Dr. Partha
Mitter of the University of Sussex,
School of African and Asian Studies. The general theme of the conference was women in the Orient.
Several
papers
were
presented,
mostly by young women scholars in
social anthropology and history.
Professor Richard F. Gombrich
of Balliol College, Oxford, prescntcd
a paper on "Buddh ist nuns in today's Sinhalise society." He exposed
the revival of Buddist .nunne ries in
contemporary Stri-Lanka and their
active participation and influence in
the social and educational spheres
of society.
Dr. judith Herrin of the Warburg
Institute, of London, studied the
status of women and their position
in the church
in
Byza ntium,
stressing the fact that the status and
position of women in the church
and society declined gradually with
the growth of the Empire.
Mrs. Rosemary Seton of the Ind ia
office
library,
presented
available sources in the India office
records for the study of women in
British India. She pointed out that
British officials and administrators
had little to say about women in
their reports, except when tal king

about girls' infanticide, sati, and
prostitution .
A paper on women in politics in
the state of Andra Pradesh in contemporary India was presented by
Dr. 'C. Wolkewitz of the University
of Sussex. She explained that the
political nomination and function of
women in politics is a family affair
where women are elected because in
certain political circumstances their
fathers, brothers or husbands cannot
be nominated .
Dr. Martha Mundy of Clare Hall,
Cambridge, tal ked about woman's
inheritance of land in Highland
Yemen. She indicated that although
women do inherit land, their properties are the concern of the men
in their families where their names
do not appear on official land regIstries. Ownership of land is a statw
guarantee for the woman in he
husband's family.
Dr. Nancy Tapper of the University
of
London
studied
two
neighbouring tribes, the Shashevan
of Azerbaijan and the Durranis of
Afganistan. The position of women
in the two tribes was compared and
differences were singled out.
Finally, Dr. joanna de Groot of
the university of York, studied women in the economy and society of
Nineteenth Ce ntury Iran, basing her
presentation on intensive documentation in England and Iran.
The conference was a good
opportunity for Ms. Lorfing to introduce our Institute to those women scholars in the West who are
interested in Middle Eastern and
Oriental women.

The cat, the maid and the wife (r;ont.)
leaving. "
"Leaving, why? "
"My dignity, Ma'am, is most important."
Sh,e did not understand .
"But who has hurt your dignity? "
"Your husband. He asked for his telephone book. When I
said I did not know where it was, he shouted at me,
insisting that I should bring it to him. He called me a thief.
Am I his wife, so that he has the right to insult me? "
"But where will you go now that it is nearly 10 o'clock.
You are a stranger in this town."
"The world is full of hotels. I shall contact my children. I
have men who can protect me."
She wanted to ask her why she did the work ot a maid
though she had reached old age and had sons who could

in Tunis
The topic "Preschool Education
in Tunis" was discussed at a panel
held by the "Tunisian Educational
Organization" in November, 1976.
Mr. Mohamed Mzali, Minister of
National Education, pointed out the
shortage in number of nurseries and
kindergardens which take care of
children between 3 and 6 of age.
"With
the coming of independance," he said, "we were overwhelmed with many urgent problems which required immediate
handling. The problem of creating
schools for children of school age
had to De treated ' before that of
pre-school education."
"One problem we have to face in
sc~ools is the frequent absence of
women teachers on maternity leave
or sick leave. Women who have to
work outside the home while burdened with a family often suffer
from overwork or exhaustion. On
the other hand, they ' are apt to
deprive their children of the necessary care and affection. The creation of adequate nurseries and
kindergardens that could partly relieve working mothers and help in
solving their problem is now of
prime importance.
It is hoped that by raising the
budget of the Ministry of Education
and obtaining the financial cooperation of local and international educational organizations, we shall be
able to contribute to the development of pre-school education in Tunisia."

take care of her. But she did not. · The events of the day
were so confused in her mind that she did not know where
to begin.
The packages and bags of clothes were taken away, and
the maid closed the door behind her with a bang. The
woman stood there, wondering whether she should 'ad mire
the maid, or be angry at her; run after her, or respect her
attitude.
When she went down the steps and reached the street,
the maid had already disappeared. A thin dirty cat, evidently
starving, passed by. She called her "Pussy, pussy ." but the
cat darted into the other sidewalk, and jumped over the
crumbling fence which surrounded the empty space.
The empty space surrounded by the crumbling fence did
not echo the sound of a mewing cat. the starving, solitary,
lilrty cat did not utter any mewing sound.
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ROLE OF WOMEN'S
COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES
"Higher education for women,
whether taken up by a women's
university or by a co-educational
institution, has a certain role to
acknowledge and perform."
This is the topic discussed by the
conference or "consultation on designing education for to-morrow's
women" held in Madras, India, 2-6
December, 1977, attended by participants from a ll over India.
A final report was drawn, out of
which the following extracts are
worthy of consideration.
The role of higher education for
women was summarized by the
following points:
1. Promoting a new image and
identity for today's women.
2. Designing a more adequate
educational program to tap woman's
potential and to meet her needs.
3. Offering new courses centered
on women's studies.
awarenes~
4 . Developing
an
among both men and women of the
constraints that society has placed
upon women, which have stifled
their growth and reduced their contribution to development.
5. Helping women to become
agents of social change and promoters of social justice for a ll.
Recommendations of the confe-

rence regarding developing women's
leaderships:
There should be a career counselling center in the college or university, staffed by a group of
committed competent women, to
help the students choose the right
career.
Through notice-boards, college
bulletins, debates, and other activities, publicity should be given to
the status of women (in India or
elsewhere) . Special attention should
be paid to cases of actual infringement of women's rights.
Profiles of women leaders should
be included in textbooks for study.
The struggle for women's rights
could be presented through dramas
and fi lm shows. Students should be
encouraged to contact and interview
women leaders and active feminists.
The library should contain a
spec ia l section on women's studi es
in a prominent place.
Colleges should foster political
leadership by helping students to
understand the need for women in
pol itics, the type of legis lation they
could initiate for the benefit of
women and for the whole country.
Towards equality
The equality of women is not

only a matter of national development but is basically one of women's fundamental rights as human
beings.
Women must be given decisionmaking positions. In the family,
they should have an equal say in
deciding every matter concerning
the fami ly .
They shou ld have the right to
choose their role in society, which
mayor may not coincide with their
biologically determined role.
Educational Orientation
Women's colleges shou ld be given
freedom to design employment
oriented courses such as poultry farming, printing and dyeing, designing
and manufacture of electronic components, garment making, food
canning, etc.
Women's colleges should provide
information on sex-education, chi ld
rearing and family planning.
Women's colleges should consider
that they have a special duty to
help in the eradication of ill iteracy,
which is much more prevalent
among women than among men,
through the establishment of adult
ed ucation centers and preparation
of basic education programs for
adults.

Article 562 of the Lebanese Penal Code
must be amended
This article, which has repeatedly
been attackeq by feminists as well
as by the Women's Rights Committee, stipu lates that "any man
who surprises his wife, his sister, his
daughter, or other kinswoman in
flagrant act of adultery and kills her
without
premeditation,
benefits
from alleviating circumstances." The
penalty to which he is condemned
does not usually exceed that im10

posed on those who violate the
traffic regulations, i.e., a few weeks
imprisonment.

a law project claiming the amendment of laws regarding adultery and
especially article 562.

On the other hand, women who
kill their adulterous husbands have
no right to any alleviating circumstances.

An amendment is equally necessary in the penal code of all other
Arab and Eastern countries where
the laws on adultery are still based
on the "doubfe standard" which
oppresses women and considers men
as a privileged class.

Mr. Bakhos, lawyer and member
of the Lebanese Parliament, has
recently submitted to his colleagues
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"-.JUVENILE DELINGUENTS"
by Dr. Mustapha Hijazi
Beirut, 1975
(in Arabic)
This is a psychological-sociological field study in 488 large-size
pages, prefaced by a discussion of
the various theories regarding delinquency and
the way these
theories help to understand it as a
social problem. It is followed by a
statistical study of the number of
delinquents in Lebanon, their geographical distribution, their family
status, information obtained from
social workers in charge of delinquents and finally, a clinical study
of the cases wi th the purpose of
discovering the pathological factors
that led them to delinquency, such
as neurotic phenomena and environmental factors.

The author declares that the statistics contained in his work do not
refer to all the delinquents in Lebanon but are limited to those who
were received in rehabilitation institutes and whose cases had been
handled by the juvenile courts set
up
by
the "Juvenile
Welfare
Union."
The book is based on factual
information and field analysis of the
cases
studied,
including
their
psychology, their personal characteristics, and the possibilities of reforming them.
On p. 204, the author says: "The
answers we have received prove that

'we are handling a problem with a
purely social basis, derived from defective conditions of child care and
protection, a lack of appropriate
methods, and a shortage of equipment for the child's scholastic, vocational, and social adjustment. In
many cases, adjustment will become
possible when the appropriate conditions are fulfilled."
A final remark: the book is a
study of boy del inquents and makes
no mention of girls belonging to
this category, either because the
scope of the work has no space for
them, or because the sources for
their study are not available.

.argaret lIeadJs Paper on
Women and Agriculture
This paper was prepared for the
American Association for the Ad vancement of Science Seminar on
"Woman and Development", in
1975. Here is an abstract of it.
Women's knowledge of agriculture is a heritage of the past. In
ancient times, they played a very
important role in agriculture while
men devoted most of their time to
hunting and exploration . Before the
agricultural revolution, women were
the main producers of food, but
now they have been converted, in
industrialized countries, from producers of food to consumers only .
War-ti me experience in Europe
has demonstrated that women are
capable of using modern agricultural
machinery.
The services that women can

render to agriculture are not limited
to manipulation of machinery. They
should be consulted regarding the
use of traditional food resources,
the knowledge of which is often
their own province.
Emphasis has been placed on the
production of food, a process now
nearly monopolized by men. The
function of women as preservers
and consum.ers has been neglected,
hence the discrepancy between produc~ion and consumption, often
leading to severe material and
scientific losses .
Food
preservation,
nutrition,
child development, and home management were taught in home economics schools for females and agricultural schools for males . But,
recently, nutrition and home economics in ~eneral became devalued

as female fields, and the segregation
of occupational training resulted in
grave dangers for the process of
nutrition and consumption.
Margaret Mead proposes the
creation of departments or schools
in which all the skills related to
food,
including plant genetics,
animal husbandry, veterinary skills,
nutrition, child development, food
management,
etc.,
are
taught
without discrimination to both men
and women.
According to her, "only in this
way can there be any hope of including women at every level of the
decision-making process and restoring the concept that the primary
function of food is to feed people
and feed them well and not to serve
as
a
form
of
national
aggrandi zement."

Margaret Mead is the chairperson, North American Based NGO's concerned with the Environment, President, American Association
for the Advancement of Science; and author of a large nUmber of research works.
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", Law and the Status
of Women (1)"
(English)
"International
Women's Year
gave needed impetus to research on
the status of women in many countries. Many non-governmental orgahizations undertook studies within
their fields of interest and competence," One of these, the International Advisory Committee on Law
and Population, which has consultative status in the Economic and
Social Council of the United Nations, focused on the legal 'status of
women, The committee invited
lawyers from fifteen countries
covering various geographic regions
and a variety of legal systems, to
write on the legal status of women
in their respective countries; and
these monographs have been published by the Columbia Human
Rights Law Review.
The fifteen countries included in
these studies are: Brazil, Egypt,
France, Ghana, India, Indonesia,
Iran, Jamaica; Kenya, Peru, the Philippines, Sweden, Togo, the United
States, and Yugoslavia. The executive secretary of the Committee
in question, Dr. Luke T. Lee, says in
the introduction of the book that it
is "hopefully the first of a series
which will eventually cover the laws
affecting the status of women of all
countries. "
The purpose of the book is to
urge governments "to review their
legislation affecting the status of
women in the light of human rights
principles and internationally accepted standards."
To ensure comprehensiveness
within a limited space as well as to
facil itate comparabii ity of different
laws, each of the contributors was
requested to follow a suggested uniform table of contents. A general
review of the fifteen studies brings
out the following points:

,

INSTITUTE FOR WOMEN'S STUDIES
IN THE ARAB WORLD
P.O.B. 11 - 4080
Telex: BECOGE - Tel. 252590
Beirut University College
Beirut - Lebanon

1. There is a recognized need in
each country to remove laws discriminating against women and to
enact new laws to raise their status'
to the levels prescribed by the
United Nations conventions.
2. The recommendations included emphasize similar fields of law as
needing reform. Among these are
changes in family law pertaining to
marriage, including a minimum age
for marriage; polygamy; inheritance;
property rights; divorce alimony ;
child support; and family planning.
Other
areas
include
complete
equality before the law, provisions
for employment opportunities in
government, access to education and
vocational training, equal compensation, pension benefits, and child
care facilities.
Emphasis is placed on the need
to transform recommendations for
legal reforms into actual reforms. A
law which has been passed, but has
not been enforced, remains useless.
In some countries where women
have obtained the right to vote,
enslavement to tradition leads them
to vote in accordance with the
wishes of their husbands or other
male members of their family, thus
allowing men to have two votes
while women have none.
Finally, legal reform alone is not
enough. "All the resources of a
country must be channeled into
making equality a fact." In many
countries where equality of the
sexes has been recognized by law,
women are still excluded from
leadership positions and high managerial offices.
"The future," as Princess Ashraf
Pahhavi of Iran says," depends
greatly on the degree to which
throughout the
world
women
mobilize their energies and resources
to persuade their governments and
legislatures
to
integrate
the
problems related to betterment of
the condition of women within
their overall socio-economic and
legislative programs."
(1) Edited hy the Columbia Human Rights
Law Review Columbia University
_School of Law. (in English).
Editor: Miss Rose Ghurayyib
Co-Editor: Mrs. Marion Lanson
Director: Dr Julinda Abu Nasr
STAFF
Mrs. Irene Lorfing
Miss Nuha Azar
Miss Mona Barakat

II

Report on "Arab Panel"
for planning and
-overseeing nurseries
and kindergardens"
(Arabic)

This panel was held in Damascus,
15-24 February, 1977, under the
auspices of the Syrian-Arab Women's Union, in conjunction with
the "General Arab Women's Union"
and in cooperation with the Unicef
Organization,
The panel grouped delegates of
nine Arab countries, in addition to
those of the Syrian Arab Republic
and
four
representativ.es
from
Unicef.
Lectures were delivered and discussed by a large number of specialists and experts in the field . The
main topics were: social adjustment
among children; basic principles in
the organization and provision of
day care for children; hygienic guidance; choice and training of kindergarden teachers; technical superintendance in K.G.; evaluation: its
philosophy, tools, methods, and investment in progressive K.G . activities; Arab cooperation in the field
of pre-school child education; utilization of the mUltiple international
services; questionnaires relating to
the status and needs of kindergardens in participating countries; and
a questionnaire concerning an evaluation of the panel, of its methods
and its results.
Though it seems impossible to
give an accurate idea about this
voluminous report of 395 typed
pages, we can judge its value by the
fact that it has brought together a
large number of experts and specialists in the educational field and
allowed them to exchange knowledge and experience in well-organized and documented lectures,
followed by discussions and questionnaires.
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